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SUMMARY

The development of an algorithm to automatically detect disturbances

in physiological signals is described.

The algorithm will be used in the" Servo-Anaesthesia Project ",

which investigates the usefulness and possibilities of automation

In anaesthesia.

A signal analysis leads to some criteria to determine whether

a signal is disturbed or not.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION.

In this chapter a description will be given of the servo anaesthesia project

and the area in which the thesis-work has been done.

1.1. THE SERVO ANAESTHESIA PROJECT.

The goal of this project can be described as follows:

To investigate the possibilities and usefulness of automation ~n

anaesthesia.

A definition of anaesthesia is:

Unconsciousness without unwanted somatic or autonomous reactions to

surgical stimuli,

and the task of the anesthetist is, to control the patient's state before,

during and after surgery.

The possible effects of automation could be:

- improvement of the quality of control;

- less actions for the anesthetist and or surgeon;

- prediction of the state of the patient, which enables better control with

less farmaca.

The approach of the problem with an "adaptive control system" and a digital

micro-computer will be discussed in Paragraph 1.1.2.

1.1.1. THE STATE OF THE PATIENT.
------------------

The anesthetist tries to keep the patient's state as close as possible to

a wanted state during surgery.

This wanted state is usually defined by the anesthetist in terms of

bloodpressure, respiratory rate and -volume, muscle-relaxation, etc., and

adjustments of the ventilation-apparatus.
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When computerised automatic control is to be performed. the patient's

state has to be described numerically. For a number of state variables,

such as skin color, pa1n, sleep, muscle-relaxation, etc., this is not

possible, since the computer can not "see" or "feel" the patient like the

anesthetist can. Therefore those variables will have to be estimated by

means of some measurable signals that correlate somehow with the unknown.

In order to find out which variables best describe the state of a patient,

a large set of variables is being measured for the project. The redundant

ones will be eliminated in a later phase.

1.1.2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL, ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM.---------------=--------

The "adaptive control system" (ref. 1 ) ( figure 1.1. ) is being investigated

as a system to control the patient's state.

X
-opt.

CONTROL

DECISION

MODIFICATION

u·
PATIENT

MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

x

Figure 1.1. - ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM.
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A mathematical patient-rnodel is given the same input U as the patient, .

and dependent upon a difference in response from the patient the model is

adapted. The input U is a function of the difference between the patient's

state X and the wanted state X opt., and a function of the model.

The model used is lineair, which is very attractive because of its

simplicity, and in a control system it can perform well as long as the

deviations from the stationary state are small.

If we assume, that the measurements are made at equidistant points 1n

time (sampled ~ystem ), the patient's state can be predicted as follows:

! k+) = ~ + ~ ( ! k - ~ ) + ! !!. k + W k

Where: ! k = vector, which consists of the patient variables at the

moment in time k;

A = matrix, describing the influence of the previous state;

B == matrix, describing the influence of the input;

C vector, which describes the stationary state;

~k == vector, which describes the model error.

The matrices A and B are adjusted when a new set of variables is measured.

After some start-up time the model will describe the patient fairly

good, and a prediction can be made of the patient's reaction to certain

inputs. This enables better, faster control with less input ( farmaca )

and without overshoot.

In the first stage the system will give only advises to the anesthetist,

and if this is proven to be reliable, control may be made partly or

completely automatic.

1.2. MOTIVATION FOR THE THESIS SUBJECT.

Since we are trying to optimise the patient's state, it is important to

make sure that the variables measured correspond to this state, and not to

some faulty equipment. Of course some inaccuracy, due to the measuring

technique and -equipment, can not be avoided and must be tolerated by the

control algorithm.

This is were the subject for this thesis-work originated:
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To create an lion line" automatic disturbance-recognition algorithm for

monitoring anaesthesia-signals, which can be implemented in a micro

computer system.

Note that it is not wanted to correct the detected disturbances; the

control algorithm 1S not very sensitive for missing points, and should not

base its control on extrapolated points. In fact, the control algorithm

itself will extrapolate, if necessary.

In the next chapter the starting points and set-up of the investigation

will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 2. SEt-UP OF THE INVESTIGATION.

2.1. AVAILABLE SIGNALS, PREPROCESSING.

For the project, a large set of patient-variables is measured and recorded

on analog tape during several hours of surgery. Simultanuously a number of

derived variables, such as maxima and minima, are hardware determined and

recorded, as well as some synchronisation and event-marks.

In Appendix A a complete description of the recorded signals is given.

The group ER lias a mini-computer system available for research, and

in this system the signals are digitized at a rate of 42 samples per

second, some preprocessing is done and each second data is stored on

computer-disc. The preprocessing reduces the amount of necessary storage

space by describing a periodic signal by significant values, for instan~e

maximum or minimum for each period. The repetition frequency is available

in the synchronisation-signals. It also calculates the parameters airway

resistance, lung-thorax compliance and respiration-work from the respiration

flow and -pressure signals ( ref. 5 ), and decodes the time- and event

marks.In the future, this preprocessing will also be implemented in the

micro-computer software, therefore the development of a disturbance

recognition algorithm can be based upon the data-set which is available on

disc.

2.2. DISTURBANCE - INVENTARISATION.

Earlier studies of the signals have resulted in an overview of the

disturbances that occur most and their causes ( ref. 7 ). It turns out,

that a single cause, such as a loose wire or tube, usually affects more

than one signal in a pp.~ticular way.

In Appendix B part of the overview is given, describing the

disturbances of the respiratory variables.
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2.3. LITERATURE AND ASSOCIATED RESEARCH.

A brief literature search learned that in the past not much attention has

been paid to disturbance-rejection in trend variables. This could indicate

that this is an open field for research, but also that the subject is

trivial or not important, and not worth spending any effort on.

For this projekt, the importance of the subject has already been

argumented, and the triviality of the problem can only be determined by

investigating the possibilities and difficulties in this terrain.'

Some very much correlated work has been done by myself during a

training-period in the american medical-electronics industry ( ref. 6 ).

Corresponding research on trend-detection and parameter-prediction

has been done by A.O. Taylor ( ref. 3 ) and Haywood, et. al. ( ref. 4 ).

2.4. SET-UP OF THE INVESTIGATION.

To make a distinction between a change in the patient's state and a

measurement-error is often very hard. It requires knowledge about the

possible reactions of the patient to certain stimuli as well as about the

"usual" variation of the measured parameters. Of course large variations

where the signal goes beyond physiologically acceptable; limits, can be

detected easily.

It is generally accepted, that the average indication of the

measuring equipment represents a patient's variable, and if this variable

1S known to change not faster than at a certain rate, a disturbance could

be characterised as: "a change in signal, faster and larger than normal".

What normal is, can be different for each patient and each variable, and

will have to be determined from the measured signals. Therefore a signal

analysis has been done, which will be described in chapter 3.

Then, in chapter 4, a set of criteria is determined to judge whether

a measured point is a disturbance or not, with a certain probability,

based upon the statistical signal-analysis.

Also discussed are the possibilities of increasing the reliability of

the algorithm by using the correlation between signals that react the same

to certain disturbances. This could be very useful for a "s~cond level"
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disturbance detection, ~hich sends a message to the system console when a

disturbance persists for some time. To avoid false messages, which will

create a wrong impression of the accuracy of the system, much attention

has to be paid to the reliability of the detection of such continuing

disturbances.
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CHAPTER 3. SIGNAL ANALYSIS.

3.1. GENERAL.

As mentioned in chapter 2, the signals to be analysed consist of a

component which represents a patient variable and a noise component that

is introduced by measuring technique and the equipment. The disturbances

that may occur from time to time are not taken to be part of the signal to

be analysed here, they will be considerated later.

The signal-average is generally accepted as a measure for the patient

variable, which usually can change only at a relatively low rate. Periodic

fluctuations in the variable, such as the influence of respiration on

especially the systolic bloodpressure, are in this situation considered as

noise because they contain no information that will be used.

In order to get an impression of the behaviour of the different signals,

at first a computerprogram was developed to display the available data

graphically on a computer terminal ( Program HGDIS, Appendix C ).

Then, to gain information about the characteristics of the signals

some analysis has been done by drawing histograms of the distribution

functions of the signal-amplitude and its first derivative, over different

lengths of time ( ref. 10 ).

To perform a Fast Fourier transform or a hardware spectrum-analysis

does not seem useful since the available data has been preprocessed to

contain no periodicities nor frequencies that can be handled by normal

equipment.

This has been done for different signals over several hours of

recordings to give the results some statistical value. I realise that still

the available data-set is limited and therefore that the results may not

cover all possible situations.

The technical details of the histogram-drawing are described in

Appendix D.
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3.2. AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION.

In figure 3.1. some examples are given of a typical amplitude-histogram.

For each period of time the average value, the variance and the positive

and negative deviation are calculated. Those parameters are used to

characterise the distribution. If it would be Gaussian ( "normal" ), the

average value and the variance or "standard deviation" could fully define

it, but since this does not have to be true in general. the parameters

positive and negative deviation are used to describe not only the width.

but also the asymetry of the distribution. They are defined as the mean

difference between the average signal-value and the data-points above

respectively below the average value ( Appendix D ).

3.2. I. RESULTS.

It turns out that for signals without trends or disturbances ( which is

visually checked ), the histograms show a more or less Gaussian shape ( Fig.

3.1. ) as long as the time-duration is larger than approximately 10

minutes. The distribution has no statistical meaning for durations less

than 2 minutes, because it would be obtained from too few samples.

The values of variance and deviations are different for many signals. but

they show a correlation that is close to the relation for a normal

distribution ( Figure 3.2. ). Apparently the deviations are as adequate as

the variance to characterise the distributions found here, and they may be

preferred because they are slightly easier to calculate.
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When a signal shows a trend, the distribution has more than one peak for

time-periods which are long compared to the duration of the change in the

signal ( Figure 3.3. ).

In most cases the histograms over a period cf 2 to 4 minutes seem to

be hardly affected by trends, so apparently a patient's variable usually

does not change faster than with a time-constant of approximately 2 to 4

minutes.
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No significant trends were found in the values of the deviations during

recording, in the absenc~ of disturbances, which indicates that the

measurement-noise is hardly time-dependent. This is logical because of the

nature of the noise, the only trends expected would come from changes in

signals that cause the fluctuations in other signals; for instance a change

in tidal volume could affect the deviations of the systolic bloodpressure.

It is. nob unlikely that this effect will be encountered in future

observations.

3.3. FIRST ORDER HISTOGRAMS.

In order to find out what information can be gained from the first

derivative of the signals, histograms were drawn of the difference between

one datapoint and the next ( Appendix D, Program HGJUM ).

Figure 3.5. shows a typical first order histogram, which has been

shaped in the following way. It turns out, that the zero-component is very

dominant in most signals, because they are partly determined once for every

respiration-cycle and therefore constant over 4 or 5 seconds, while the

distribution is very narrow because of the relatively high sampling rate

( Figure 3.4. ). To improve the picture, the zero-component is ignored in

the scaling and set to a little over the maximum value, and instead of the

difference between adjacent points the differences between points 3 seconds

apart is taken to be the "jump".

3.3.1. RESULTS OF THE FIRST ORDER HISTOGRAMS.
------- - - - - - -- - - - -- - ---

With the zero-eompOne,nt ignored,the distribution of the signal-jump is

again a more or less Gaussian curve, while the shape of the distribution

is hardly time-dependent for time periods larger than approximately 3

minutes.

The values of the deviations are much smaller than in the

corresponding amplitude-pictures because of the limited "rise- and fa11

time" of the signals, even between datapoints 3 seconds apart ( Figure 3.5.).

Only when disturbances occur, the histograms show somepeaks at values

which are clearly larger than normal. The original distribution can be

recognised in most cases (Figure 3.6.).
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3.4. DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS.

The signalanalysis would not be complete ~ithout an impression of the

disturbances that usually occur. Although of course not complete, the

inventarisation of the disturbances mentioned in Paragraph 2.2. ( ref. 7 )

is very useful for a description of the effects of some events upon the

measured signals.

It also gives examples of most of the signal-excursions, from which

one can easily imagine the effects upon the derived variables.

The data stored on disc was visually studied ~ith the help of the

display-program HGDIS (Appendix C ).

3.4.1. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS.

In figure 3.7. an example is given of some typical signals that show a

simultanuous disturbance, probably due to movements in the operation field

( see Appendix B ).

Although hardly any disturbances are alike, the observation of the

signals has led to some general characteristics of the disturbances:

Most amplitude-excursions do not last longer than approximately 30

seconds, but they may be repeated several times for periods of up to

2 or 3 minutes ( Figure 3.7. );

The amplitude of the excursions can vary between zero and full range

( Figure 3.8. );

The frequency of occurrance 18 different for each operation, a signal

can be stable for more than one hour and than show disturbances only

a few minutes apart for 30 minutes or so ( Figure 3.9. ). Usually the

time between excursions is at least a few minutes, because of the way

the surgery-team works;

Onl~ after a disturbance due t~ recalibration of the measuring equipment

the signal may not come back to its old value;

Many disturbances show at different signals simultanuously or with a

little time-delay; this correlation is not completely reproducible,

however.
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Again, this. impression is of course not complete, but at this moment

it provides a reasonable base for the disturbance-detection.
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Figure 3.7. DISTURBANCES.

Figure 3.8. DISTURBANCE AMPLITUDE.
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Figure 3.9. DISTURBANCE FREQUENCY.
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CHAPTER 4. DISTURBANCE DETECTION.

In this chapter the development of an algorithm is discussed that makes a

distinction between the real value and disturbances in the signal, based

upon the results of the analysis in chapter 3.

First, some conditions under which the algorithm must function are

described.

4. I. DESIGN CONDITIONS.

At first, it is necessary to consider the limitations which are correlated

to the future functioning within the micro-computer control-environment:

1 - As mentioned in chapter 2, the data-input consists of a set of 32

variables which are sampled at 1 second intervals. The signal value

originate in the 12 bit. Analog to Digital converter, they range

from a through 4095.

2 - The output of the algorithm must be the same set of signals with an

indication of the datapoints which are suspected to be invalid. Since

the control-algorithm which uses the data ( chapter 2 ) will reject

all suspicious points, effort can be saved by setting all invalid

datapoints to zero.

3 - No extrapolation may be performed, the control-algorithm 1S not very

sensitive to missing points and will extrapolate itself, if necessary.

This makes the reliability requirements of the algorithm less severe,

it can be adjusted to reject more than only disturbances without

influencing the control much.

4 - If a disturbance persists for some time ( for instance 1 minute ) a

message must be sent to the system console, indicating the disturbed

signal(s). This mechanism must be reliable to prevent false messages

which will irritate the user.
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5 - The algorithm must adapt itSoelf when trends. in the Soignal occur;

sudden changes must be detected, but also be adapted to eventually

when the user does not change any conditions within a few, say 3,

minutes.

6 - Since 1n the micro-computer the available processing time and memory

space are very limited, and the disturbance detection is only a pre

processing for the actual control-functions, the required memory and

time must be limited to a very minimum. For this reason solutions

which are very time- and memory-consuming do not have to be considered

in detail.

7 - A priori information must be used to improve the reliability and to

reduce the intelligence needed. This can for example he noise and

~ccuracy-figures of the equipment, or correlations between signals or

disturbances.

4.2. SIGNAL CHARACTERISATION.

The definition of a disturbance, given 10 chapter 2 : " A change in the

signal value, faster and larger than normal", is based upon an image of

what the signal "normally" looks like, Ln terms of the "usual" speed and

amplitude of signal-changes. Of course it is possible to characterise a

signal in many ways, each of which could help to determine whether or not

an incoming datapoint is valid, for instance ( ref. 12 ) by the momentary,

value, peak value, frequency spectrum, mathematical average, squared

average, RMS-value, standard deviation, relative density-distribution,

etc., but most of thos.e parameters are far too complicated to be calculated

for each datapoint, considering design rule nr. 6 in Paragraph 4.1.

The parameters that can be used have been studied in the signal

analysis described in chapter 3: the amplitude-distribution and the first

order distribution,each of which is adequately described by its average

value and average positive and negative deviation.

With the assumption that only a small percentage of the available data
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will be disturbed, an adaptive signal-image can be made by calculating

time-weighted ( running ) averages of the momentary values of the signal

and the deviations as well as the momentary signal-"jump" and its deviations.

4.2. ). RUNNING AVERAGES.

The technique used to form running averages, by low-pass filtering with a

first order digital filter, is also called E,M.P.-filtering ( Exponentially

Mapped Past, ref. 2 and 3 ). In Appendix E this technique is described,

using theresemblance to a first order RC-filter.

The timeconstants of the filters determine how well a filtered signal

can follow trends in the original signal, and with that how accurate the

running avarage is as a characterisation of that signal. Especially the

accuracy of the signal-average is important, because the calculation of the

deviations uses this average as a reference. If this reference is not

correct, the averaged deviation will certainly not match the signal, and

valid data may be rejected, or even worse, disturbances may not be

detected.

For this reason the behaviour of the running signal-average and -deviations

was studied in more detail with a program, that displays the signal as well

as the signal-average and the deviations ( Program HGRUN, Appendix F ).

An example of a typical plot is given in figure 4.)~

Displayed are the signal ( solid line ), the running signal-average

( middle dashed line ) and around the average the values of the average

deviations, multiplied by a certain number ( the "limit", in this caSe 4 )

to show more details. The upper and lower dashed lines will be used as

criteria for the disturbance-detection later on, they show the width of

the amplitude distribution at any time.
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A number of interesting conclusions are the result of this study:

The signal-averaging must have a timeconstant of less than 2 minutes

in order to be able to follow normal signal-trends with a reasonable

tracking-error ( Figure 4.2. ). The tracking-error is equal to the

signal-slope times the filter-timeconstant ( Appendix E ).

With this short timeconstant of 2 minutes, the signal-average reacts

strongly to disturbances that last longer than approximately I minute,

causing the deviations to become incorrect with the consequences

mentioned above ( Figure 4.2. ). A mechanism will be needed to prevent

this.

since hardly any trends occur in the values of the deviations, the

averaging of them may have a timeconstant which is long enough to

prevent reactions to disturbances shorter than about 3 minutes.

A timeconstant of 10 to 15 minutes seems to function satisfactory,

corresponding with the results of the signal analysis ( Figure 4.3. ).

The side-effect of the use of such long timeconstants is the need for

a learning-procedure to speed up the initialisation period at the

start of monitoring a signal.

Since the value of the signal-jump and i~~ deviations also show

hardly any trends, the timeconstant for the filtering of those

variables can be also from 10 to 15 minutes. again with the need for

a learning-procedure.

It turns out that. when using the timeconstants mentioned. the values

of the averaged positive and negative deviation are almost the same in

most cases. indicating that the distributions found are more or less

symmetrical. The reason for the asymmetry found in the histograms in

chapter 3 must he the asymmetrical character of the disturbances

influencing the plDts,

App~ently one common average deviation can describe the distribution

width, this parameter will be calculated by averaging the absolute
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difference between the signal and its average ( Figure 4.4. ).

Very irregular signals, such as the central venuous bloodpressure in

figure 4.5., can hardly be characterised. Here the distribution

function has no meaning and the deviations have very large values.

Since those fluctuations are usually caused by patient-movements,

it may be necessary to neglect the disturbance-messages generated.

The second and third point have led to a modification in the program

HGRUN for the calculation of the signal-average and for a learning

procedure; this will be described in the following paragraphs.

4.2.2. "INTELLIGENT" AVERAGING.

In order to prevent the signal-average from reacting heavily to disturbances

lasting 1 to 2 minutes, which occur frequently, it is in fact necessary

to detect the disturbance in the first place. When it occurs, it would be

ideal to hold the signal-average until the signal is back at its old level.

Unfortunately this system would never recover from a step-change in the

signal unless some protection is built in.

Another solution is to use the fact that the timeconstants of the filters

can be adjusted easily. Now, if a disturbance occurs, the timeconstant of

the signal averaging can be set at a much larger value to reduce the effect

of the disturbance. This system can never manipulate itself into a locked

position, it always follows the signal, be it at a low speed.

Since only long and excessive disturbances will affect the signal-average

much, the detection of them can be less sensitive than in the final

algorithm.

From the signal analysis it is known, that less than about 0,5 %of

the datapoints fall outside of the 5-deviation limits, so if a signal

value lies outside this window, it is very probable that it is invalid, and

the averaging filter can be adjusted.
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In figure 4.6. th.e s.tep-response of the "'intelligent" signal average is

given; the outer dashed lines represent the 5-deviation window.

~IC.~I~L • 1.

L[~~TH • 15 ~I~'S

UI'IIT ."

.----~ .. - ..

,,,
"

Ave • U I 16

OE u - U I 8Z

----------_ ... ----- ... _.. --- '

-----

Figure 4.6. - "INTELLIGENT" AVERAGE.

4.2.3. LEARNING PROCEDURE.
--------------

At the start of monitoring a signal, the algortihm must build up its

signal-image. Because of the long timeconstants of especially the deviation

it is necessary to implement a learning-procedure, which decreases the time,

duration for this learning to a period which has been determined at 1

minute. In less than 1 minute it is hard to form an image of the signal.

and we do not want to wait longer than I minute before the algorithm starts

functioning.

Again the adjustability of the filters is used. Before the deviation can

be estimated, the signal-average must be near its final value~ so during

the first half minute, the signal-averaging timeconstant is speeded up to

15 seconds. During the second half minute, it is set to its final value of
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approximately 2 minutes, while now the deviation-averaging is speeded up to'

a 15 second timeconstant. After the learning period, this is also set to

its final value of approximately 10 minutes ( Figure 4.7. ).

-------------------------

o 0.5

..........
... -......... _---- - - --

1.5 2 Min's

Figure 4.7. - LEARNING PROCEDURE.

The same procedure can be applied to the calculation af the averages of the

signal-steps from one sample to the next and their deviation.

Of course care must be taken that no disturbances occur during the

learning period, otherwise the recovery time may be as long as 10 minutes.

4.3. DETECTION CRITERIA.

Now that a fairly accurate and stable signal-characterisation has been

created, it is possible to set up criteria to determine whether' a data

point is a disturbance or not, with a cetain probability.

Theoretically, assuming Gaussian distributions, a certain percentage of

valid datapoints falls outside of any window around the average value.
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( Figure 4.8., tabel 4.1. ) ( Ref. 10 ). When a datapoint is found outside

the, for instance, 2-d-window, it can be said to be invalid with a

probability of 95.4 %.

window

Figure 4.8. - NORMAL DISTRIBUTION, DETECTION WINDOW.

Window % outside

1- I-dev. 50

2- 1- d 32

3- 2-dev. 15

4- 2- d 4.6

5- 3-dev. 2.8

6- 4-dev. 0.4

7- 3- d 0.26

8- s-dev. 0.02

9- 4- d 0.01

ID- S- d 0.00

TABEL 4. I. PERCENTAGE OUTSIDE WINDOW.
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Of course, the diAtributiona. found here are not exactly Gaussian, therefore

the actual percentages have been verified with the numbers, obtained from

program HGRUN; one can notice the values at the left margin for " + % .. and

" - % ", indicating the percentage of datapoints above respectively below

the window, which is displayed as the two dashed lines around the signal

average, and can be adjusted at program start-up.

It turns out, that about I % of the data lies outside the 4-deviation

window. and approximately 5 % outside of the 3-deviation-window. No more

windows have been studied, since these values are near the wanted level and

correspond reasonably to those in tabel 4.1.

Dependent upon the wanted reliability a window can now be defined to detect

disturbances; a probability of over 95 % seems to be adequate, according to

the learning-rules in Paragraph 4. I., so the detection window will be set

at 3 or 4 times the average deviation.

As a first approach. only the parameters signal-average and average deviation

are used to characterise the signals. The impression exists, that the

additional processing of the signal-jump and its deviation will not

contribute as much to the reliability of the algorithm as it does to the

needed memory-space and calculation time, while maybe the reliability does

not have to be improved at all, or can be increased in other ways; this

will be discussed in chapter 5.

The total disturbance-detection algorithm has been implemented in a program

that creates a "cleaned" version of an input-data file on computer disc;

this program is described in chapter 5, together with some results.
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CHAPTER 5. REALISATION'.

Since the implementation of the developed detection-algorithm in the

micro-computer goes beyond the scope of the thesis-subject, the algorithm

was only implemented in a program that processes the available datafiles

on computerdisc on an off-line basis, and stores the output data on

another disc-file.

This program and the results of the signal-processing of it will be

described in the following paragraphs.

5. I . PROGRAM STRUCTURE.

The sequence of program execution can best be illustrated with the flow

diagram of figure 5.1.

Apart from the "book-keeping" parts, which are self-explaining, the

functional blocks will be described.

At the start of the program the user can specify the lenght and name of

the data file to be analysed, the name of the output file, the size of

the detection-window and the timeconstants of the averaging of the signal

and the deviation; for the last 3 parameters the program provides reasonable

default-values.

5.2. SIGNAL PROCESSING.

For each of the input signals the algorithm forms its adaptive image in

terms of signal-average and average-deviation.

When an incoming datapoint falls inside the detection-window, which

can be set at a number of times the average deviation, it is called valid

and added to a cumulated output. When 5 samples of one signal have been

analysed, the average value of the valid points is calculated and stored

in an output-buffer, which is transferred to disc whenever 80 seconds of

data have been analysed.

~1hen less than 3 of the last 5 points are found to he valid, the output
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Program HGDET

parameter
set up

read/write
new record
if time.

process
signal.

next signal.

write·last
datn.

STOP

yes

yes

adjust
tillleconstants.

average over
5 samples.

Fi gurc '). I. FLOWn! AC RAM DETEC'l'10N l'ROGI{i\M.
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IS set to zero, indicating a disturbance.

The data-reduction from 5 to ) points 1S performed to save memory

space, and it is possible because the processed data contains no relevant

high~frequency information.

Aside from the learning procedure and the "intelligent" averaging which

have been described in chapter 4, a mechanism has been added to prevent

the algorithm from calling datapoints valid just because they are near the

signal-average during a disturbance.

With each invalid datapoin.t a "disturbance-counter" 1S incremented,

up to a maximum of 30. This counter is decremented with each datapoint

found within the window, down to zero.

As long as this counter is greater than zero, the data is said to be

invalid, thus rejecting as many datapoints after a disturbance as the

duration of it, with a maximum of 30. In this way the signal and the

averages have some time to recover from a disturbance before new data can

be called valid.

Although this feature almost doubles the lenght of the disturbances

found, the algorithm still rejects only a small percentage of the data.

This will be discussed in paragraph 5.3.

Also implemented is a protection against irrational signal values. ~len

the signal goes beyond physiologically acceptable limits, the data 1S

called invalid and it is not used to update the averages, only the

disturbance-counter is incremented.

Figure 5.2. gives the flow-diagram of the signal processing.

5.3. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE DETECTION ALGORITHM.

Several data files have been processed by the program, and the outputs

were compared to the original files to verify the correct operation of the

algorithm.

Since short disturbances, ) or 2 data samples long, will not be noted in

the output file, because of the averaging and the data-reduction used, the
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yes

increment
counter

calculate
deviation

if deviation
)5 x avg. dey.

adjust

timeconstants

yes

increment

counter

update

averages

no

decrement
counter.

if counter=O, add
point to output.

Figure 5.2.- FLOW DIAGRAM SIGNAL PROCESSING.

algorithm seems to function unexpectedly well; apparently only one or two

valid data points fall outside of the detection window at one time, they do

not show in the output, and only true disturbances, wllich have been verified

visually, cause the output to become zero.

Changing the detection-parameters influences the performance of the algorithm

,'1S expected; wi th the recommended values only between 2 and 5 % of the
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data points is found to be invalid, while no visible disturbances were

missed

In figure 5.3. a typical disturbed signal is compared to 2 processed

versions, one with the detection-window set at 3 times the average

deviation, and one at 4 times the average deviation. One can clearly See

the difference in sensitivity between the two, indicated with the arrows.

input signal

~_....,..__.JA"", ,"""~------------~_--J''''''''''''--'''',''''r--

I window

L~/~---"\h1

I window

t------v

f

4-dev.
\A/.---------O/

t r
\cw-=

l I

Figure 5.3. - SENSITIVITY OF THE DETECTION.

A typical step-response is shown in figure 5.4.; with the timeconstants

used it takes approximately I minute before the program accepts the new

signal-level. This period is dependent upon the amplitude of the step

compared to the average deviation at the time of the step, and can range

from (} up to 3 minutes.
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I I ,
min's

min's

Figure 5.4. - STEP RESPONSE.

The reaction to a si.~nal-ramp is illustrated with figure 5.5. At first the

data is rejected, but after 45 seconds the output follows the input-signal,

again rejecting disturbances.

In general, the algorithm will detect any change in the signal when this

change occurs fast compared to the timeconstant of the signal-averaging.

In some cases this may cause a real change in a patient variable to be

rejected as a disturbance; for instance input-variables such as the inspired

0Z-concentration can change very fast, and the algorithm can not decide

whether this occured intentionally or not. Generally, the input variables

can be expected to contain step-changes and therefore the timeconstants for

the averag1ng of those signals will have to be sm~ller than for the output

variables.

This is very important for the model-identification S1nce especially

the patient's response to step-changes in the input variables contains
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Figure 5.5. - HAMP RESPONSE.

min's

much information about the dynamics of the system.

In paragraph 5.5. will be discussed to what extend the algorithm must

be adapted to improve its behaviour at sudden signal-changes.

5.4. THE CORllliLATION BETWEEN DISTURBANCES.

Looking for a way to ~mprove the reliability of the algorithm, the

correlation between the detected disturbances was briefly studied.

As mentioned in chapter 2, most disturbances have a distinct cause,

which usually affects more than one signal simultanuously.

Once the disturbances of each signal arc known, it may be possible

to decide about tile validity of the indication of the disturbances, given

the a priori information about the correlation; and it might even be

possible to reconstruct the cause of the disturbance in order to provide

a very specific message to the user.
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5. 4. 1• METHOD.

A modified version of the display-program IIGnIS ( Appendix C ) was used to

show the detected disturbances and their correlation in the following way:

The program operates on the "cleaned" datafiles. When no disturbance

occurs the value plotted for each signal is zero. As soon as a signal

becomes zero, the number of signals that are simultanuously disturbed at

that time is calculated and the value plotted is set to this number times

a constant for scaling.

The picture that is created 1S shown 1n figure 5.6.

CO
2

max.

Hal.

Tidal
volume

Figure 5.6. CORRELATION BETWEEN DISTURBANCES.
i

min's
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5.4.2. RESULTS.

As expected, many signals show a correlation in their disturbances. It

frequently happens that 4 or more disturbances occur simultanuously and in

some cases it seems indeed possible to reconstruct the cause of the

disturbances. For instance in ftgure 5.6. the effect of rotation of the

table can be recognised at the arrow, corresponding to the disturbance

inventarisation mentioned in chapter 2 ( Appendix B, ref. 7 ).

Unfortunately, the correlation found is not completely reproducible; it can

happen that only one signal from a number of usually correlated signals

shows a disturbance, which has been verified to be real.

Of course, when more than one signal 1S disturbed there is even more

sense in rejecting the data, but a single disturbance can be very true also.

5.5. DISCUSSION.

Of course the processing results described 1n the prev10us paragraphs g1ve

only a brief impression of the performance of the detection algorithm.

The development of it has been based upon simular sets of data, recorded

during o~e particular kind of surgery, and no statement can be made about

the reliability of the algorithm until it has been tested with many more

different signals.

The first impression however is promissing; as mentioned all true

disturbances were captured so far, and only little valid data is rejected

usually. The only part which needs improvement is the behaviour at sudden

signal-changes in especially the input signals.

As discussed in paragraph 5.4. the disturbance-correlation can not provide

a reliable improvement in the error detection, and even when the time

constants are adapted to each particular signal, it will still be virtually

impossible, for any algorithm, to make a distinction between for instance

a wanted and an unwanted change in an input-variable, unless the system

is somehow informed about tile occurrance of it.
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When the user would restart the monitoring of a signal within about

IS seconds before causing a manual change in it, the learning procedure

could quickly adapt the signal-image to the new signal-level, and hardly

any information would be lost.

Unfortunately this user-interaction seems to be unavoidable at this

moment, it "degrades" the algorithm to a semi-automatic disturbance

detection.
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APPENDIX A. RECORDED SIGNALS.

In order to obtain as much inforuation as possible about the patient a

number of variables are measured aside from the standard available signals.

Information is included about the use of the diathermy- equipment, since

this usually disturbs all measurements, and the timing of the patient

ventilator. as well as event-marks. indicating labeled events and

minutes from the start of recording.

The signals are recorded on a 7-channel FM analog taperecorder, where

2 channels are multiplexed for 12 signals each, and I channel carries the

multiplexer-clock for decoding ( Tabel A-I ). Multiplexer frequency is

500 Hz.

CHANNEL

2

3

4

5

6

6- 2

6- 3

6- 4

6- 5

6- 6

6- 7

6- 8

6- 9

6-10

6-11

6-12

SIGNAL

Diathermy-flag

Plethysmogram

E.C.G.

Arterial bloodpressure

Synchronisation clock

Respiration timing

Respiration flow

Tidal volume

Skin temperature

CO
2
-concentration

Co
2

-maximum

°2-concentration

°2-minimum

Halothane concentration

Event-mark

Time-mark

COC-trigger pulse

- continued -



CHANNEL

7

7- 2

7- 3

7- 4

7- 5

7- 6

7- 7

7- 8

7- 9

7-10

7-11

7-12

Tabel A-I,

A - 2

SIGNAL

Respiration pressure

Heart rate from E.e.G.
Peak to peak plethysmogram

Internal temperature

Cardial output

Stroke volume

Heartrate from COC

Systolic bloodpressure

Diastolic bloodpressure

Mean bloodpressure

Central venuous pressure

Mean CVP
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B-1

DISTURBANCES OF TilE RESPIRATORY VARIABLES.

~
'1'l])AL

FLOW PRESS. HAL.
CO

2 °2

CAUSE VOL. Cone. Cone.

Recalibration
Peaks Cal.- - - 21%

CO
2

analyser : pulses

Recal ib rat ion
Cal. Peaks Peaks

HAL. analyser : - - - pulses

Movements on the

Peritoneum
- - Irreg. - - -

:

Movements 1n the

operating field
Irreg. Irreg. lrreg. - - -

:

Rotation of the
Irreg. lrreg. Irreg. - Peaks Peaks

operating table :

Movements on the
- Irreg. - - Peaks Peaks

operation table :

Movements on the
Irreg. lrreg. - - - -

patient :

Disconnection Signal No Signal
patient - - 0% 21%

. ventilator decrcac~e outflow decrease
:

Disconnection
Signal Signal Signal Irreg. Possible Possible

Halothane
sample line decrease decrease decrease or 0% irreg. lrreg.- :

Disconnection Signal Hardly Signal
CO - sample- - 0% 21%
l·2 decrease outflow decrease

Ine :

Movements on the
02 and.C02 - - - - Peaks Peaks Peaks
measur1ng dev. :

Diathermy : ---- --- -- High frequency disturbance -------

End of
registration : 0 0 0 0% 0% 21%
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APPENDIX C. PROGRAM D~SCRIPTION.

Program "HGDIS".

This program was created to graphically display a number of signals from

computerdisc on a Tektronics display, [or use within the ER servo

anaesthesia project.

Program HGDIS can be used in the DEC-PDP 11/20 computersystem of the group

ER. The user can widely vary the size of the graphs as well as the timescale,

and has the option of displaying the signals after being processed by a

processing routine.

I. DATA INPUT DISC FILE.

The program reads data from disc in unformatted binary form. The file-name

and -lenght as well as the starting block number must be specified.

Read -record size is 10 blocks, therefore the file lenght and starting

block number are rounded to the nearest lower multiple of 10.

Data-structure is 32 signals. repeated:

sig. 1••••• 32.1 .••••• 32.1 •••• // ••• 32

'---------y-----)
8.= 1 block ( 256 words )

Each data-point represents I second in real time. and the value of the

points lies in between 0 and 4096. The program limits any input-value to

4100. If a read-error occurs, the program is terminated with an error

message. When a new record IS read, at the top of the screen the current

block number is plotted if the horizontal position is far enough from the

last number plotted.

2. CHOICE OF SIGNALS.

The user can display up to 20 out of the available 32 signals simultanuously.

All signals are numbered. for the slgnal number-assignment please refer to
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the datafile creator, at this moment Mr. F. Jorritsma.

Adding 50 to the number results in the display of the signal after being

processed by a processing-routine ( PROC ). As it is now, this routine does

not affect the signals, it may be replaced later.

The signals are shown in seperate graphs, the first one at the bottom of

the display, the second one on top of the first one, etc.

3. SIZE OF THE GIU\PHS.

The screen of the Tektronix 4014 terminal LS divided into points. The

total display-size is 767 points vertical by 1024 points horizontal.

The upper 47 points are used by the program as a message-area and for the

previously mentioned block numbers.

For each graph a size from 1 to 9 can be selected, corresponding with a

graph-height from 20 to 180 points.

The graphs are separated by vertical space of 10 points.

If the total height of graphs and spaces exceeds 720 points, the message:

DON'T FIT , TRY AGAIN:

ENTER NUMBER OF SIGNALS TO DISPLAY:

appears, this allows the user to redefine the number of graphs and or the

sizes of the graphs. In general, add 1/2 to each size, than the total

should not exceed 36.

4. LABELS.

Each graph is labeled at the left hand margin with the signal number as

entered, with some exceptions:

- signals which are processed are labeled by the signal number, followed

by ( PROC"O );

- signals 54, 55, 56, 57 are interpreted as coded marks, are decoded as

such and labeled respectively EVENT, TIME, DIATH .• PHASE.
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5. TIME SCALE.

The user can select a horizontal ( TIME ) scale from 1 to 99 display

points per 10 seconds ( 10 datapoints ). This ~eans that he can display

every IO-th, 5-th, 3-th or 2-nd datapoint, or can "stretch" 1 datapoint

over 1-9 display-points.

Since I datapoint represents second in real time, the total range 1S

from 150 to 1,5 minutes on one screen.

The timescale appears On the bottom of the screen, and also, if more than

5 signals are displayed, above the middle graph.

At the left margin the lenght of the smallest time-units 1S indicated

( 5-min"s or I/Z-mins ).

6. ILLUSTRATIONS.

In figure C. I. and C.2. examples are g1ven of a typical parameter set-up

respectively signal-plot.

r.m:R TOTolL FIl.E SI::£ (I" JLOCICS OIF IH WOIt!).) IN

lItTER $To«TIHl<. non • I 1

[NT[R """tOt OF SIGMLS TO DI.uw 1

E~R 51QNAL 1 TO Dl~. ~ 11ZE (1-1) I 11.4

[JfT£' SIGtML a TO DlPUW. ~ II. (1-1)' ....

£'tTIJt 51,",L 3 TO DrmM'. MD II. (1-')' 13."

Df'[1t SIGNL .. TO DISfIIAV. MD .r. U-I)' .... 3

DfTP SICi*L S TO DlPUW. _ llZE (1-1) I H.3

DfTt1t IIa-L • TO DI.,UW. Me II. (1") I ".1

l"'IR 51a-L 1 TO DI~. ~ II. (1-') I II.S

["'£It TI"-ICM.£(.1-. DI.-uw-NIHTI '!It 1. RCOMDI ) I II

Figure C. I. - TYPICAL PARAMETER SET-UP.
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HISTOGRAM DRAWING.

PROGRAM DESCRl~ttON

) - THEORY.

HGIST , HGJUM.

Incoming data is, for a specified time, plotted and divided into 41

categories, which cover a specified range around a specified middle value.

Data above range is concentrated in the highest category, data below range

is concentrated in the lowest category.

The number of datapoints in each category determines the height of the

histogram, the highest category is normalized to a fixed value.

The input data IS transformed with

Y int (X-c )
D

where Y category number
(from -20 to +20)

X input point

C middle value

]) category width

int nearest integer.

With the distribution obtained, the average value, varIance and positive

and negative deviation are estimated as follows:

Average value x

+20

C + D!n.Y./N
1 1

i=-20

with: N = number of datapoints

n.= number of points In
1

category Y.
1

Y.= category i
1

Variance s= W
SL = 1)2 [ Z n i Y~

I 2 ]( Ln. Y . ) / (N-! )
N L 1



Pos. deviation J'I>EV

D - 2

-nl) L n. (Y. - Y )
1 1 a

p
for a J J categories
above the average.

Here n
p

Y
a

number of points above average

category where the average lies.

Neg. deviation NDEV -Q ~ n. (Y. - Y )
n L 1 1 a

n
for all categories
below the average.

(From Re f. 10)

Here n
n

number of points below average.

2. DATA INPUT.

The programs read the data from disc, the filename and length must be

specified.

3. CHOICE OF SIGNALS •

The user can select one of the available 32 signals, by specifying the

signal number. For the number assignment please refer to the datafile

creator, at this moment Mr. F. Jorritsma.

4. AMPLITUDE - ANn FIRST ORnER HISTOGRAMS.

In program HGIST the input for the histograms is the signal- amplitude,

which results in amplitude distributions.

In program HGJUM the input to the llistogram-drawing 15 taken to be the

difference between the current datapoint and the point 3 seconds ago,

giving the distribution of the "jump" of the signal over 3 seconds.

This jump, rather than the jump over I second, was chosen because of the

very long"rise and fall" times of the signals; most of the datapoints do

not di.ffer more than I [rom the previous poi.nt.

5. HISTOGRI\M RANGE AND HEIGHT.

The signal values covered by the histo~r.ams arc defined by the middle

val ue and the ranRe (fig. I)

The height of the histograms 1S scaled Ln such a way, that the hi.ghest
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category has a fixed value which fills the available space.

In the differential histograms, the middle value is set to 0,

while zero-category is ignored in the scaling and set to a little over

the maximum value; tllis is done because of the dominant amplitude of

this component.

Fixed
height

Middle value ./"
OlE

Range

Figure I.

6. TIME DURI\'l'lON.

II I STOGRAM RANGE I\ND lIEIGlIT.

The time period over which one histogram is plotted, can be selected

from I through 999 minutes. No timescale is provided.

7. STI\RT BLOCK.

Once the datafile has been defined, the histogram-drawing can start

from any block within the file. Because of the read-record size of 10

blocks the number selected is rounded of[ to the nearest multiple of 10.



8. PLOT FORMAT.

An example of the parameter set-up at pro~ram start up ~s given in fig.2.

The program displays up to 4 histograms on the stora~e screen of the

terminal. For each histogram the values or average, variance and pos.

and neg. deviation are calculated. (fig.3).

PRo\>R,," HG 1ST. U£R~ I Of'; .1

F"l l£ SI l£? 1SI>

Fl LE "W'IE' lDAT • Dl'T

SI~L NU"IER CIS 2)? 11

START IlOCK (IS 1 I ?

DURATI~ IN "IHOS 115 I)? 5

AU['l"G( 15 ""PR. 14JV

"IDDlE VALUE I IS a... )? 14"

RAhG( (IS 11'1)? cst

Figure 2. EXAMPLE PARAMETER SET UP.
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DIGITAL LOW PASS FILTERING TECHNIQUE.

Without the need for complicated calculations, a low pass filter can

be realised in software by using the" E.M.P. " ( Exponentially Mapped

Past) - filter technique. (Ref. 2,3)

The name indicates the correlation to an RC- low pass filter, of

which the influence of the past decreases exponentially.

The filter algorithm can be derived from the equasions for a

first order RC low pass filter :

The impulse response of the mentioned filter is:

h(t)

h(t)

I
T

o

t
exp(- -)

T
for t >0

for t ,"0

and

T RC

The output response yet) to an exitation x(t) will be the convolution

of x(t) and h(t) :

yet) x(t) Wh(t) Jx(1"') "(t~ n d ....

--
(because
h(t) = 0 for
t ~O.)

When x(t) is a digitized signal, with a sample frequency 1/7 • the
s

integral can be transformed into a summation as follows :

x(t)

yet)

tID ClCJ

= Jx ( 1") ~ (t - ,...) d r = <"' x (nT ) $ ( t -nT ) TL s s S

't'~_tID 1/\:-01

J ~ x(nT )~(""-nT)T h(t-'r)dl"L s s s

YTs
~ '1' x(nT) h(t-n'J' ) .L s s s

Sampling the output

y(kT )
s

at the same rate I/T results 1n
s

-tIT. T

L s kT +nT
T x(nT

s
) expo (- s s)

'1'
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And also

T )~ T kT +nT
y(kT +1' )

s s
x(nT ) exp. (- s s

)expo (-T +
s s T s T

"':-- T
s

x(kT +1' )+
T s s

l' Ts
) y(kT )

s
x(kT +T )expo (-T +

s T s s

In words : The filtered output IS equal to the previous output value

times a factor plus the current inputsample times another factor.

Now consider the serIes development for the expo function

T
s

exp'(-T)
T

I - ~
T

T
I s 2

+ 2":( T ) -
1 Ts 3
3T (T ) + ••.•.

As long as T /T is much smaller than I, this serle can be broken off
s

after 2 terms, and now the expression for y(kT +T ) can be written as
s s

y(kT +T )
s s

y(kT )
s

+
T

s
T

( x(kT +T ) - y(kT ) )
s s s

The factor T/T is the relative timeconstant of the filter and is equal
s

to the number of samples necessary to reach 62% of the step response.

The filter can easily be implemented In a mIcro computer, as long as

the relative timeconstant is a power of two. Then the multiplication

can be realised as a (time-saving) registre shift. Care must be taken

to save all shift results, when the least significant bits are lost,

the filter can never reach its final outputvalue.

TRACKING OF A SLOPE

Since the software filter behaves as an RC filter, the stationary state

error when following a signal ramp can be calculated as follows :
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The input signal 1S x(t) = A t for t')O • A constant,

x(t) ° for t ,"0.

The impulse response: h(t)
I

exp.(-
t T RC- ,

T T

Written 1n the frequency domain (Laplace t rans·format ion )

Xes)

H(s)

A
2

s

l+sT

The output signal yes)
A

2
s (l+sT)

Now the stationary state error A (f ig. I.) is

~ lim y(t)-x(t) ) lim s(Y(s)-X(s) )
t- s-o

6 lim s(
A A

) A T
2 2s-O s (l+sT) s

The error is dependent upon the filter timeconstant T and the slope

amplitude A .

Input, I
output.

,/
,/

input

output

° time

Figure I. TRACKING ERROR.
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APPENDIX F. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.

PROGRAM HGRUN.

This program was created to study the behaviour of time-weighted (running)

averages and disturbance-detection criteria, for use within the ER-8

servo-anaesthesia project.

The user can graphically display I signal from a set of 32 stored on

computer disc, tog~ther with the running signal average and adjustable

disturbance-detection limits ( deviation ), (on a Tektronix storage-type

terminal connected to a DEC PDP-II computer system ).

The timescale, amplitude-range and time-weighting factors can be

adjusted easily.

I. nATA INPUT.

Input data is read from disc file, of which lenght and name have to be

specified at program start-up.

The data is stored on disc 1n sequential sets ( of 32 signals ), each

of which represents a I second sample.

The data is read in records of 10 blocks of 256 data-samples at One

time, therefore the specified file-lenght is rounded to the nearest lower

multiple of 10. When a new record is read, the current block number 1S

plotted below the signal plot, if the position is far enough from the last

number plotted.

2. CHOICE OF SIGNALS.

The user can select one of the 32 available signals to be displayed. The

signals are numbered, for the number assignment please refer to the data

file creator, at the moment Mr. F. Jorritsma.
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3. START BLOCK.

Once the data-file has been defined, the signal plotting can be started at

any block within the file. Because of the read-record of 10 blocks, the

start block number is also rounded to the nearest lower multiple of 10.

4. TIME DURATION.

The duration of one plot can at start-up or restart be defined from I

through 9999 minutes. No scale is provided.

5. AMPLITUDE RANGE.

To be able to stud~· the signals in more detail, part of the total

amplitude-range can be "blown up" by specifying the middle value and the

range for one plot. To ease the choice of the middle value, the program

calculates the mathematical average of the first 80 data points following

the start block, this value can be used as a middle value.

All data points which fall outside the range, are limited to the

borders of the plot.

The actual values of the plot middle and -borders are displayed at the

left margin ( Figure 1 ).

6. LIMITS.

Apart from the running-signal average the program creates measures for the

width of the amplitude distribution of the signal at any time ( average

deviation ).

They are calculated as the running average of the distance between

the data points and the runn~ng signal average, separated into points above

and below the average to form a positive and negative average deviation.

This separation is ~itted in version 2 of the program, when the difference

between the deviation turned out to be neglectable.

Now limits can be defined which form, multiplied by the current average

deviation, a running window, what might be used for the disturbance-
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detection. The window is displayed as dashed lines around the ( dashed)

signal average ( Figure 1 ).

Also, the percentages of data points exceeding the upper respectively

lower border of the window are calculated and displayed at the left margin

( + % and - % ).

7. WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR RUNNING AVERAGES.

The running averages of the signal and its deviation are calculated as

time-weighted functions of the input data.

The function is equivalent to a first order RC lowpaf;s filter, and 1S

also called EMP-filter ( Exponentially Mapped Past) ( Ref. 2, 3. ).

The averaged output is calculated as follows:

Y k+l = Y k + W ( X k+l - Y k )

Where Y
k, k+ 1

X k+l
W

Averaged signal;

Input signal;

Weighting factor ,0 ,"W <1, &is the relative timeconstant

of the filter expressed in a number of samples.

The weighting factor Wdetermines the timeconstant and thus the cut-off

frequency of the filter.

In the program, the weighting-factors for the signal-averaging and the

deviation-averaging can be specified separate, reasonable default-values

are provided.

8. INTELLIGENT AVERAGING.

To prevent large responses to disturbances, the program increases the

timeconstant of the signal-averaging by 4 times when the signal falls

outside of a 5-deviation limit ( Figure 2 ).
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Figure I. - PLOT HGRUN.

9. LEARNING PROCEDURE.

In order to decrease the learning time at start-up. the program provides a

learning period of 2 times 30 seconds.

During the first 30 seconds, the signal-average is brought to its

final value by setting the timeconstant to approximately 15 seconds, during
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the second 30 seconds, the averaged deviations are updated quickly to

reach their final value ( Figure 2 ).
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Figure 2. - LEARNING PKOCEDURE AND INTELLIGENT AVERAGE.
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